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Tune in to FM 'GOD'

Acts 01:08

But you will receive power when the Holy Spirit comes on you; and you will be my witnesses in 

Jerusalem, and in all Judea and Samaria, and to the ends of the earth.”

When we go for a ride or at home we often switch-ON to the radio and tune in to the station 

that we want to hear. 

How does this work?

When an electromagnetic wave is transmitted by the transmitter through the antenna, it is 

received by the receiver. The transmitter sends the information by frequency modulation which 

is detected by the antenna at the receiving end. In the space there are many such information’s. 

To get the desired FM we tune in our radio which tries to catch the frequency in the air. That’s 

the time we hear disturbance and suddenly the antenna captures the frequency and we rotate 

the frequency setting knob to get a clear audible FM.

Likewise, to hear the voice of GOD and to receive the HOLY SPIRIT we need to tune in ourselves 

to receive it.

First of all, like you desire to listen to a particular FM, even we need to have the desire to receive 

the Holy Spirit.

Secondly as the antenna at the receiving end is prepared to receive it.. even we need to equip 

ourselves to capture HIS voice, with repented hearts to receive the Holy Spirit.

Thirdly like we rotate the radio knob to get clear audible frequency even, we need to tune in 

ourselves by surrendering in completeness.

Fourthly on tuning-in we start enjoying the audio, similarly on receiving the Spirit of GOD, we 

get thrilled, excited and happy in it. Every cells of our body gets ignited and illuminate with glow

of GOD. We will become the witness for others.

So, my dear conglomerate friends, let’s tune-in our heart, mind and soul to receive the spirit of 

God.

GOD wants us to tune-in to HIS frequency module.
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Tune-in to FM "GOD".

Shalom to All!
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